Guide to Fellowships and Grants for Graduate Student International Research

For any updates, corrections, or clarifications, please email Erin Barber, Center of International Studies: Grants and Development Coordinator, at ebarber@usc.edu.

Abe Fellowship Program for Post-Doctorates – The Abe Fellowship is designed to encourage international multidisciplinary research on topics of pressing global concern. Award: between 3 to 12 months of full-time support over a 24-month period. Deadline: September annually. http://www.ssrc.org/fellowships/abe-fellowship/


ACLS African Humanities Fellowships – Applicants for Dissertation Completion Fellowships should be in the final year of writing their dissertation and have obtained the Ph.D. within the past 8 years. All applicants must be citizens of a sub-Saharan African country residing and working in Ghana, Nigeria, South Africa, Tanzania, or Uganda. Award: $10,000 for dissertation, and $17,000 for postdoctoral fellows. Deadline: November 1 annually. http://www.acls.org/grants/Default.aspx?id=3210

ACLS Dissertation Completion Fellowship/ Andrew W. Mellon Foundation – Stipend: $30,000, plus funds for research costs of up to $3,000 and for university fees of up to $5,000. Tenure: one year term beginning in the summer to support a year of research and writing to help advanced graduate students in the humanities and related social sciences in the last year of Ph.D. dissertation writing. Deadline: October annually. http://www.acls.org/programs/dcf/

Albright Institute of Archaeological Research (AIAR) in Jerusalem – Fellowships “for students and scholars in Near Eastern studies from prehistory through the early Islamic period, including the fields of archaeology, anthropology, art history, Bible, epigraphy, historical geography, history, language, literature, philology and religion and related disciplines.” Deadlines: October and January annually. http://www.aiar.org/fellowships/

Alexander von Humboldt Foundation Germany Chancellor Fellowship – For citizens of the U.S., Brazil, Russia, and China for research in Germany in multiple disciplines, especially politics, economics, the media, administration and culture. Deadline: September annually. https://www.humboldt-foundation.de/pls/web/docs/F29497/programme_information.pdf

American Academic Research Institute in Iraq (TAARII) – Fellowships for Iraqi and U.S. scholars. For U.S. scholars, fellowships support research on Iraq-related topics in the humanities and social sciences outside the country, such as remote sensing studies of ancient Iraqi landscapes, environmental studies, research in Ottoman records related to Iraq, historical research, social science projects that involve interviews with Iraqis living abroad, joint projects involving a U.S. scholar and an Iraqi living in the country, and public health studies. Deadline: December 15 annually. http://www.taarii.org/fellowships/us-scholars


American Anthropological Association Fellowships & Support – Lists international and national funding opportunities of interest to anthropologists, many of which are relevant to other social scientists, as well. http://www.aaanet.org/profdev/fellowships/. A search for funding opportunities is available at: http://www.aaanet.org/customcf/coop/search/index.cfm

American Association of University Women (AAUW) Educational Funding and Awards – Dissertation and career development grants and fellowships for both U.S. and non-U.S. women in graduate programs who have achieved distinction or show the promise of distinction in their fields. http://www.aauw.org/what-we-do/educational-funding-and-awards/


American Historical Association – Each year, the American Historical Association awards several research grants with the aim of advancing the study and exploration of history in a diverse number of subject areas. Only AHA members are eligible to apply for these grants. All grants are offered annually and are intended to further research in progress. Preference is given to advanced doctoral students, nontenured faculty, and unaffiliated scholars. Grants may be used for travel to a library or archive; microfilming, photography, or photocopying; borrowing or access fees; and similar research expenses. Grants not to exceed $1,000. Deadline: February 15 annually. http://www.historians.org/awards-and-grants/grants-and-fellowships

American Institute for Maghrib Studies (AIMS) – Grants program for the academic year beginning in May annually. The program offers grants to U.S. scholars interested in conducting research on North Africa in any Maghrib country, specifically Morocco, Tunisia, Algeria, Libya, or Mauritania. Deadline: December or January annually. http://AIMSnorthafrica.org/fellowships/lstuscitz_grants.cfm?menu=2


American Institute of Bangladesh Studies (AIBS) – Junior, Senior, and Pre-Dissertation fellowships for travel and research between 2-12 months in Bangladesh. Grantees must be U.S. citizens or permanent residents. Grants provide stipends for living and research expenses plus round trip transportation. http://www.aibs.net/?q=Fellowships

American Institute of Indian Studies (AIIS) Fellowships in India – Junior Fellowships to support a year of dissertation research in India available to doctoral candidates at U.S. universities in all fields of study. Must establish formal affiliation with Indian universities and Indian research supervisors. Post-Doctoral Fellowships and Performing / Creative Arts Fellowships also available. Deadline: July 1 annually. http://www.indiastudies.org/research-fellowship-programs/

American Institute of Iranian Studies (AIIS) – Fellowships of 1-3 months available for pre-doctoral dissertation research in Iranian Studies, Persian language study, and short-term Senior fellowships. Applicants must be U.S. citizens enrolled in a doctoral program in the humanities or social sciences and have an approved research topic. http://www.simorgh-aiis.org/smain.htm

American Institute of Pakistani Studies (AIPS) – Short-term grants (1-5 months) for advanced graduate students at the pre-doctoral level. Fellows will be required to present a minimum of two lectures per month at approved host institutions. Fellowships of $3,000 to $25,000 for research on materials relating to the history and culture of Pakistan. Regular fellowships: for research fellowships to be undertaken at the Junior (pre-doctoral) or Senior (post-doctoral) level for 2-9 months. No fellowships were offered in 2014. http://www.pakistanstudies-aips.org/content/fellowships-available

American Philosophical Society (APS) Library Resident Research Fellowships – Applicants must demonstrate a need to work in the Society's library collections for a minimum of four to 12 consecutive weeks. Applicant must normally reside more than 75 miles from Philadelphia. The stipend is $2,500 per month for 1-3 months. Citizenship: unrestricted. Last deadline: March 1 annually. http://www.amphilsoc.org/grants/resident

American Political Science Association Grants, Fellowships, and other Funding Opportunities – Lists more than 100 grant and fellowships opportunities in the social sciences. http://www.apsanet.org/content.asp?contentid=791

American Research Center in Egypt (ARCE) – Fellowships for research in Egypt for students enrolled in doctoral and post-doctoral programs at North American universities. The goal of ARCE’s fellowship program is to promote a more profound knowledge of Egypt and the Near East through study and research and to aid in the training of American specialists in academic disciplines that require familiarity with Egypt. Application deadline: January annually. http://www.arce.org/grants/fellowships/overview

American Research Center in Sofia (ARCS) – Bulgaria and other Southeast European countries (Albania, Macedonia, Romania, Serbia and Montenegro). Offers multiple programs with accompanying fellowships: a 9- monthes (September-May), fall term (September-November), and spring term (February-April). ARCS hosts the programs' lectures and seminars, organizes related trips, and facilitates opportunities for taking Bulgarian and other Balkan language classes, logistical support, and access to local libraries, museums, and other educational institutions. http://arcsofia.org/projects

American Research Institute in Turkey (ARIT) – Fellowships for scholarly research in Turkey in ancient, historical, and modern times in the humanities and social sciences as well as for language study in Turkey include the ARIT, Kress, Erim, and NEH. Stipends range from $4,000 to $16,000. Deadlines: November 1 annually. http://ccat.sas.upenn.edu/ARIT/FellowshipPrograms.html

American-Scandinavian Foundation Fellowship for Study in Scandinavia – Must have completed undergraduate education. Up to $23,000 for study and research for one year. U.S. citizen or permanent resident. Some language requirements. Deadline: November 1, annually. http://www.amscan.org/study_scandinavia_details.html

American Sociological Association – Minority Fellowship Program, Postdoctoral Fellowship Program, and student travel grants from $225 for travel awards up to $7,000 for grants. Deadlines vary. http://www.asanet.org/funding/index.cfm

Asian Cultural Council (ACC) Grants – Grants to both U.S. and Asian individuals for research and creative activities. Field and country restrictions apply. Six-month grants average $8,000. Deadline: November 1 annually. http://www.asianculturalcouncil.org/apply/individual-guidelines

Awards for African Americans, including Dissertation Research – Minority scholarships for
African American students, black high school seniors, graduate school students, college scholarships, graduate fellowships, and African American studies. http://scholarships.fatomei.com/african.html

**Borlaug Leadership Enhancement in Agriculture Program (LEAP)** – A USAID-funded fellowship program aimed at supporting thesis research of graduate students from developing countries, primarily from sub-Saharan Africa. “Awards are made on a competitive basis to students who show strong scientific and leadership potential, have a well-coordinated proposal between their home university, a US university mentor, and the CGIAR mentor, and whose research has relevance to the national development of the student’s home country or region”. http://borlaugleap.org/

**Boston College African and African Diaspora Studies Program (AADS) Dissertation Fellowship** – For scholars working in any discipline in the humanities or social sciences with projects focusing on any topic within African and/or African Diaspora Studies, preferably on comparative projects in dialogue with critical issues and trends within the field. $30,000 stipend plus $1,500 research budget. Must be in residence for nine-month academic year and teach one course. Last deadline: January 31 annually. http://www.bc.edu/schools/cas/aads/resources/dissfellowship.html

**Center for Arabic Study Abroad Fellowship Programs** – For one summer or academic year of study of intermediate or advanced Arabic in Cairo and Damascus, currently relocated to Ammon, Jordan for Fall and Spring. http://www.utexas.edu/cola/centers/casa/programs/

**Center for Khmer Studies (CKS) in Cambodia** – CAORC/ECA Fellowships for U.S. doctoral candidates in the social sciences and humanities. Scholars can pursue research in other countries in mainland Southeast Asia (Thailand, Laos, Vietnam, Burma, Southern China) provided that part of their research is undertaken in Cambodia for up to 11 months. http://khmerstudies.org/fellowships/

**Charlotte Newcombe Doctoral Dissertation Fellowships** – $25,000 for 12 months of full-time dissertation research and writing on ethical or religious values. Up to 22 non-renewable fellowships awarded. Application deadline: November 15, annually. http://woodrow.org/fellowships/newcombe/

**Council of American Overseas Research Centers (CAORC) fellowships** – Funds MA, PhD, and summer language learning programs at research centers in Rome, Mongolia, Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Cambodia, Iran, India, Jordan, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Yemen, Egypt, Bulgaria, Turkey, Greece, Cyprus, Mexico, Palestine, Iraq, and Senegal and planned new programs for Nepal and South Caucasus. For example, the American Research Institute of the South Caucasus (ARISC) offers support for doctoral candidates who have completed all PhD requirements except the dissertation. 10 awards of $12,000 each for doctoral program. CAORC offers a Multi-Country Research Fellowship requiring scholars in fields in the humanities, social sciences, or allied natural sciences to conduct research in more than one country, at least one of which hosts a participating American overseas research center. All applicants must be U.S. citizens. http://caorc.org/fellowships/
Council on Library and Information Resources (CLIR) Mellon Fellowships for Dissertation Research in Original Sources – 15 fellowships annually to support of up to $2,000 per month for 9 to 12 months for dissertation research plus an additional $1,000 upon participating in a symposium on research in original sources and submitting an acceptable report to CLIR on the research experience. Maximum award of $25,000. Covers many fields of humanities and social sciences. Citizenship: unrestricted. Deadline: November 15 annually. http://www.clir.org/fellowships/mellon/mellon.html

Department of State/Council of American Overseas Research Centers (CAORC) Summer Study – Programs for studying Arabic, Azerbaijani, Bangla/Bengali, Chinese, Hindi, Indonesian, Japanese, Korean, Persian, Punjabi, Russian, Turkish, and Urdu. Must be U.S. citizen and currently in a degree-granting program at undergraduate or graduate level. All program costs covered, including travel, room and board. http://clscholarship.org/

Dissertation Proposal Development Fellowship (DPDF) Program – A workshop designed to help graduate students in the humanities and social sciences formulate doctoral dissertation proposals. The workshop is organized around distinct “research fields” that vary yearly; the topics are announced in November. For doctoral students in the early phase of their research, generally second and third years. Funds participation in workshops and up to $5,000 for research. Deadline: October annually. http://www.ssrc.org/fellowships/dpdf-fellowship/

Educational Testing Services (ETS) – ETS Research offers several programs for scholars who either hold a doctoral degree or are enrolled in a doctoral program in the field of educational research, measurement and related fields and who are interested in research opportunities. http://www.ets.org/research/fellowships.html

Eurasia Fellowship – The Eurasia Program offers two types of fellowship support, providing financial and academic support to graduate students in the early stages of dissertation development (Pre-Dissertation Awards – PDA’s) and Ph.D. candidates near completion of their doctoral programs in the social sciences and related humanities (Dissertation Development Awards). http://www.ssrc.org/fellowships/eurasia-fellowship/ (did not receive funding for 2014-2015 academic year)

Ford Foundation Fellowship Programs For Achieving Excellence in College and University Teaching – Through its Fellowship Programs, the Ford Foundation seeks to increase the diversity of the nation’s college and university faculties by increasing their ethnic and racial diversity, to maximize the educational benefits of diversity, and to increase the number of professors who can and will use diversity as a resource for enriching the education of all students. http://sites.nationalacademies.org/pga/fordfellowships

Two programs:
2) **Ford Foundation Dissertation Fellowships:** One-year fellowships in numerous disciplines for U.S. citizens and nationals. Provides a $25,000 stipend. Deadline: November annually. [http://sites.nationalacademies.org/PGA/FordFellowships/PGA_047959](http://sites.nationalacademies.org/PGA/FordFellowships/PGA_047959)

**Fulbright Critical Language Enhancement Award** – Opportunity for Fulbright U.S. Student Program grantees to receive three to six months of intensive language study in addition to their research or study grants. Only select languages and host-countries are available for this opportunity. Eligible Languages: Arabic (all dialects), Bahasa Indonesia, Bangla/Bengali, Chinese (Mandarin only), Gujarati, Hindi, Marathi, Punjabi, Russian, and Urdu. Eligible Countries: China, India, Indonesia, Jordan, Morocco, Russia. [http://us.fulbrightonline.org/critical-language-enhancement-awards](http://us.fulbrightonline.org/critical-language-enhancement-awards)


**Fulbright U.S. Student Grants for English Teaching Assistantships (ETAs)** – In more than 65 countries, ETAs are placed in schools or universities outside of capital cities, assigned to improve their students' language abilities and knowledge of the U.S., are integrated into the host community to increase their language skills and knowledge of the host country. ETAs may pursue individual study/research plans in addition to ETA responsibilities. [http://us.fulbrightonline.org/eta-program-charts](http://us.fulbrightonline.org/eta-program-charts)

**Germany Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) for Study in Germany** – For undergraduate seniors, graduate students, and postdoctoral researchers (two years or less beyond the PhD) to undertake up to 10 months study and research in Germany. Deadlines vary among programs. [https://www.daad.org/applications](https://www.daad.org/applications)

**Getty Research Institute Predoctoral Residential Grants** – For work on projects related to the Getty Research Institute's annual theme. To be in residence in Los Angeles from September 2011 to June 2012 and receive a stipend of $25,000. Citizenship: unrestricted. Deadlines: November 1 annually. [http://www.getty.edu/foundation/funding/residential/getty_pre_postdoctoral_fellowships.html](http://www.getty.edu/foundation/funding/residential/getty_pre_postdoctoral_fellowships.html)

**Harry Frank Guggenheim Foundation Dissertation Fellowships** – Support of $20,000 for research concerning violence, and aggression in relation to social change, intergroup conflict, war, crime, family relationships, and investigations of the control of aggression and violence. Ten or more dissertation fellowships awarded each year; fellowship does not support doctoral research. Citizenship: unrestricted. Deadline: February 1 annually. [http://www.hfg.org/df/guidelines.htm](http://www.hfg.org/df/guidelines.htm)

**Inter-American Foundation's Grassroots Development Fellowships Program** – Fellowships for PhD candidates at U.S. universities in the social sciences, physical sciences, technical fields or other disciplines “as related to grassroots development issues in Latin America or the Caribbean."
International Dissertation Research Fellowship (IDRF) – 80 fellowships for nine to 12 months (average of $20,000) for students in the humanities and social sciences. Must complete all PhD requirements by December or when fellowship begins, whichever comes first. Citizenship: unrestricted. http://www.ssrc.org/fellowships/idrf-fellowship/

International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) Young Scientists Summer Program, Austria – Summer research opportunities from June to August for students whose interests correspond with IIASA’s ongoing research on issues of global environmental, economic and social change. Should be about two years prior to receiving a PhD. Full funding provided. Participants from 73 countries; usually 6-10 U.S. students chosen. Deadline: Registration begins October 1 annually. http://www.iiasa.ac.at/web/home/education/yssp/about.html

Japan Foundation Japanese Studies Doctoral Fellowship Program – The Japan Foundation is a semigovernmental organization that promotes international cultural exchange and mutual understanding between Japan and other countries. Fellowships give doctoral candidates in the humanities and social sciences, including comparative research projects, the opportunity to conduct research in Japan for four to 12 months. Citizenship: unrestricted. Deadline: November 1 annually. http://www.jfny.org/japanese_studies/fellowship.html

Japanese Government Monbukagakusho Research Student Scholarship – For graduate students to take courses and pursue research at a Japanese university during an academic year. Monthly stipend awarded of 153,000 yen (approximately $1,910). The study area must be in the same field as the applicant has studied (or is now studying) or a related one. Applicants must be able to learn the Japanese language. Deadlines vary by country; check with Japanese Embassy or consulate general for application process. http://www.studyjapan.go.jp/en/toj/toj0302e.html

Japan Society for the Promotion of Science Fellowship – ABD doctoral students in the social science and humanities are eligible. For individual research and collaboration with Japanese colleagues; topic need not be explicitly about Japan. Fellowships range from 1-12 months (short-term) and 1-2 years (long-term). http://www.ssrc.org/fellowships/jsps-fellowship/

Kennan Institute Summer Research Grants – Stipend of $6,400 for 62 days (or $103.22 per day) for U.S. and permanent resident scholars who conduct research in the social sciences or humanities focusing on the former Soviet Union (excluding the Baltic States) and who demonstrate a particular need to utilize the library, archival, and other specialized resources of the Washington, D.C., area. Must hold an M.A. degree or higher. Deadline: January annually. http://www.wilsoncenter.org/opportunity/kennan-institute-title-viii-supported-summer-research-scholarships

Korea Foundation Fellowship for Field Research – One-to-12-month fellowships for graduate students; not for study in natural sciences, medicine, or engineering. (The Foundation is an independent institution affiliated with the Korean Ministry of Foreign Relations.) Deadline: August 31 annually. http://en.kf.or.kr/?menuno=547
Leo Baeck Institute Fritz Halberts Fellowships – For research projects concerning the culture and history of German-speaking Jewry. Up to 12 fellowships awarded 1,150 EUR per month. Deadline: February 1 annually. [http://www.lbi.org/about/fellowships/](http://www.lbi.org/about/fellowships/)

Margaret McNamara Memorial Fund (MMMF) – Grants of $12,000 for women from developing countries in the U.S., Canada, Africa and Latin America. Recipients must return to their home countries after the grant and perform two years of service. Deadline: January 15 annually. [http://www.mmmf-grants.org/home/](http://www.mmmf-grants.org/home/)

Marilyn Yarbrough Dissertation/Teaching Fellowship – Provides $32,500 stipend plus health benefits, housing, and a small moving allowance and some conference travel for residence at Kenyon College for underrepresented scholars (ethnic minorities, women in fields that attract mostly men, etc.) in the final stages of their doctoral work who need only to finish the dissertation to complete requirements for the Ph.D. Fellowships have been awarded in African and African American Studies, American Studies, Anthropology, Art History, Asian Studies, Biology, English, History, Math, Modern Languages and Literatures (Spanish), Music, Religious Studies, Sociology, Women's and Gender Studies. [http://www.kenyon.edu/x27112.xml](http://www.kenyon.edu/x27112.xml)

Medieval Academy of America William Schallek Memorial Graduate Study Fellowship – To support a graduate student in any relevant discipline dealing with late-medieval Britain (ca. 1350-1500). $30,000 for fulltime work on dissertation. Deadline: October 15 annually (and must be a member of MAA by September 15). [http://www.medievalacademy.org/?page=Schallek](http://www.medievalacademy.org/?page=Schallek)

National Academy of Sciences Christine Mirzayan Science and Technology Policy Graduate Fellowship Program – Three-month position at the National Academies for Master's and PhD students and post-doctoral scholars in diverse areas. "Designed to engage students … in the analytical process that informs the creation of national policy-making. " May be at any stage of graduate school. $8,240 stipend. Two 12-week sessions in Winter/Spring and Fall. About 25 fellows per session. Deadlines: October 1, annually for winter session; May 1, annually for fall session. [http://sites.nationalacademies.org/PGA/policyfellows/PGA_044687](http://sites.nationalacademies.org/PGA/policyfellows/PGA_044687)

National Gallery of Art's Center for Advanced Study in the Visual Arts Predoctoral Fellowships – To support doctoral dissertation research in the history, theory, and criticism of art, architecture, urbanism, and photographic media. Application for these fellowships may be made only through the chair of graduate departments of art history and other appropriate departments, who act as sponsors for applicants from their respective schools. Citizenship: unspecified. Deadline: November 15 annually. [http://www.nga.gov/resources/casvapre.htm](http://www.nga.gov/resources/casvapre.htm)

NSF Doctoral Dissertation Research Improvement (DDRI) Grants – Dissertation support for doctoral students. NSF awards are made by various NSF Directorates and Divisions, with varying deadlines and application requirements for each academic discipline: [https://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=5330](https://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=5330)

See also the NSF Specialized Information for Graduate Students website:
NSF Graduate Research Fellowship Program (GRFP) – Provides three years of support for graduate study leading to research-based master’s or doctoral degrees and is intended for students who are in the early stages of their graduate study. Includes physical and social sciences

Palestinian American Research Center (PARC) Fellowship – Offers one year of doctoral or post-doctoral support for any area of Palestinian studies, including the humanities, social sciences, economics, law, health and science, with research to be conducted in Palestine, Israel, Jordan, or Lebanon. Awards from $6,000 to $9,000. Applicants must be PARC members.

Resources for the Future Joseph L. Fisher Dissertation Awards – Support of $18,000 for doctoral dissertation research on the environment, natural resources, or energy, primarily in economics and other social sciences, and secondarily in the physical or biological sciences. Must have an immediate and obvious link to environmental policy matters to be considered. Applications are available on the web. Last deadline: Mid-February annually.

Scobie Memorial Travel Grant in Latin American Studies – Up to $1,500 for exploratory pre-dissertation research of four-12 weeks on a topic in Latin American history. Applicants must be CLAH members. Deadline: April annually.

Smith Richardson Foundation: World Politics and Statecraft Fellowship – Stipend of $7,500 to support Ph.D. dissertation research (fieldwork, archival research, or language training) on U.S. foreign policy, international relations, international security, strategic studies, area studies, and diplomatic and military history. The Foundation will award up to 20 12-month grants. Deadline: Mid-October annually.

Society for the Psychological Study of Social Issues (SPSSI) Applied Social Issues Internship – Open to PhD dissertations in psychology, a social science with psychological subject matter, or related fields. Internship grants range from $300-$2,500 to cover research costs, community organizing and, in unusual cases, a stipend. Deadline: April 25 annually.

Smithsonian Institute Fellowship Program – Fifty awards annually for research in multiple fields at the Smithsonian Institution by graduate students at any stage. 3-12 months. $6,500 to $30,000. Deadline: most applications due January 15 annually, but varies by program.

Soros (Paul and Daisy) Fellowships for New Americans – 30 fellowships each year for up to two years of graduate study in the U.S. The program is open to individuals who retain loyalty and a sense of commitment to their country of origin as well as to the U.S., but is intended to support individuals who will continue to regard the U.S. as their principal residence and focus of
national identity. Each award up to $25,000 in maintenance grants, and up to $20,000 in tuition support each year or 50% of required tuition and fees. Deadline: November annually. [http://www.pdsoros.org/competition/](http://www.pdsoros.org/competition/)

**South Asian Summer Language Institute (SASLI)** – Offering intensive study of one of 15 South Asian languages at the University of Wisconsin-Madison for approximately eight weeks each summer. Languages offered: Bengali, Gujarati, Hindi, Pashto, Sanskrit, Sinhala, Tamil, Telugu, Tibetan, Urdu, Malayalam, and Marathi. Last deadline: April 1, annually. [http://sasli.wisc.edu/funding.html](http://sasli.wisc.edu/funding.html)

**Southeast Asian Studies Summer Institute (SEASSI)** – An eight-week intensive language learning institute at University of Wisconsin-Madison at three levels of Burmese, Filipino, Hmong, Indonesian, Javanese, Khmer, Lao, Thai, and Vietnamese. Program is approximately a month and a half from mid-June to mid-August annually. Deadline: February 14 annually. [http://seassi.wisc.edu/](http://seassi.wisc.edu/)

**Sustainability Science Program Fellowships at Center for International Development, Harvard University**

– Fellowships available (semester or year) for post-doctoral fellowships, doctoral fellowships, and mid-career fellowships. Stipends vary, application deadline is January 15 annually. [http://www.hks.harvard.edu/centers/mrcbg/programs/sustsci/grants-fellowships/fellows/fellowships-in-sustainability-science](http://www.hks.harvard.edu/centers/mrcbg/programs/sustsci/grants-fellowships/fellows/fellowships-in-sustainability-science)

**University of Chicago Division of the Humanities Graduate Student Grant/Fellowship Blog**

– Mostly listings of fellowships, particularly postdoctoral grants. [http://lucian.uchicago.edu/blogs/studentgrantsfellowships/](http://lucian.uchicago.edu/blogs/studentgrantsfellowships/)


**Walter O. Spofford, Jr. Memorial Internship Involving Chinese Environmental Issues at Resources for the Future, Washington DC** – Summer internship at Resources for the Future for graduate students with a special interest in Chinese environmental issues. Students should be in their first or second year of graduate training in the social or natural sciences. Chinese students are particularly encouraged to apply. $375/ week. Last deadline: Mid-February, annually. [http://www.rff.org/About_RFF/Pages/WalterOSpofford,JrMemorialInternshipProgram.aspx](http://www.rff.org/About_RFF/Pages/WalterOSpofford,JrMemorialInternshipProgram.aspx)

**West African Research Association (WARA) funding opportunities** –WARA is affiliated with the West African Research Center (WARC) in Senegal, which is a member of CAORC. [http://www.bu.edu/wara/fellowship/](http://www.bu.edu/wara/fellowship/)
West Africa Research Center Travel Grant – Open only to West African nationals. Award: Stipend of $1,500 and travel of up to $1,500. Application deadline: March 15, annually. [http://www.bu.edu/wara/fellowship/fund_travel/](http://www.bu.edu/wara/fellowship/fund_travel/)

Woodrow Wilson Dissertation Fellowships in Women’s Studies – Offers 10 $5,000 awards to doctoral candidates doing original and significant research about women that crosses disciplinary, regional, or cultural boundaries. Citizenship: unrestricted. Deadline: October 15, annually. [http://woodrow.org/fellowships/womens-studies/](http://woodrow.org/fellowships/womens-studies/)

The World Bank Robert S. McNamara Fellowships Program – Provides support for preparing a doctoral thesis to lecturers and researchers under age 45 working in academic and research institutions from eligible countries. Research grants cover residence costs for 5-10 months in a renowned university or research center. The field of research must be related to development at the master's level, in fields such as economics, health, education, agriculture, environment, natural resource management, or other development-related subject. Maximum grant award is $25,000. [http://web.worldbank.org/WSITE/EXTERNAL/WBI/EXTWBISFP/EXTRSMFP/0,,contentMDK:21588578~menuPK:552352~pagePK:64168445~piPK:64168309~theSitePK:551843,00.htm](http://web.worldbank.org/WSITE/EXTERNAL/WBI/EXTWBISFP/EXTRSMFP/0,,contentMDK:21588578~menuPK:552352~pagePK:64168445~piPK:64168309~theSitePK:551843,00.htm)